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FOREWORD

On 12th December 2015, the seminal UN Climate 

Change Agreement – the Paris Agreement – was 

launched.1 The agreement recognised that if 

Governments were going to substantially reduce 

the risks and effects of climate change they 

would need to act together to keep the increase 

in average global temperature above pre-

industrial levels, to less than 1.5 °C.  

Three years on, the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) has recently issued a 

critical summary, warning politicians that if action 

isn’t taken immediately then the Paris Agreement 

target of 1.5 °C will be exceeded by 2030. 

It is difficult to believe that many still question 

whether global warming is actually taking 

place, but to climate scientists the evidence 

is clear. Global temperatures are rising 

rapidly, weather patterns are changing and 

becoming more extreme, and the likely causes 

are manmade: increased volumes of carbon 

dioxide and other greenhouse gases released 

by the burning of fossil fuels, land clearing and 

agriculture.2 

The latest IPCC report3 underlines that action 

is needed now to arrest the speed of global 

warming and to prevent further irreversible 

damage to our planet. ENGIE fully supports 

both the 2015 Paris Agreement and the 2018 

IPCC report and as a global energy and 

service group, our business model is based on 

responsible growth. 

1  https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-
agreement/the-paris-agreement

2  https://www.livescience.com/topics/global-warming

3  http://www.ipcc.ch/report/sr15/

Our strategy is to promote decarbonised 

energy (replacing oil and coal generation with 

renewables and natural gas that emit less 

greenhouse gases); decentralised energy 

(energy produced and stored as close as 

possible to its place of consumption); and 

digitised energy (big data and digital tools for 

energy efficiency and network management).

ENGIE has been active in the production and 

supply of energy in the UK for over 20 years and 

is a global energy service provider supplying 

energy to organisations of all sizes, including 

local authorities in the UK. ENGIE is committed 

to increasing its investments in a portfolio of 

both flexible and responsive low carbon assets, 

including energy storage, wind and solar.

ENGIE delivers energy efficiency services 

across all major sectors, including education, 

healthcare, industry, heritage, public and 

private sectors. 

This Innovation Briefing highlights different 

ways in which three local authorities are 

succeeding in making a difference with 

initiatives that address global warming and 

improve the wellbeing of residents. Given 

that sustainable, renewable, decarbonised 

energy production and smart technologies 

are at the heart of everything we do, ENGIE is 

delighted to support these and other initiatives 

and to continue to share risk, experience and 

expertise with the sector, in order to make a 

real difference to the lives of the people who 

live and work in the communities we serve.

MATHEW JELLINGS
Business Development Director,  
Places & Communities, ENGIE
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NLGN Innovation Briefings are for our 

members only and are focused on the 

practicalities of leading innovation. The 

briefings use active case studies and 

provide lessons learned from those 

at the vanguard of innovation. They 

are designed to promote sharing and 

expertise within our network of leading 

local authority innovators.

OVERVIEW
 

The measure of a responsible government 

is not just what it does with power, but 

how it generates power. Although the UK’s 

energy system remains dominated by fossil 

fuels, dependence on them to meet growing 

domestic energy demand is waning. The UK 

was one of a small number of major global 

economies that experienced a drop in energy-

related carbon emissions in 2017.4

The UK Government published its Clean 

Growth Strategy in October 2017.5 As well as 

reducing carbon emissions from fossil fuels 

(the Government has pledged to phase out 

unabated coal power generation in the UK by 

20256), the Strategy makes commitments to 

promote the generation and usage of low to 

zero carbon energy in the UK’s energy system.

4  https://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2018/march/
global-energy-demand-grew-by-21-in-2017-and-carbon-
emissions-rose-for-the-firs.html

5  (Amended in April 2018): https://assets.publishing.
service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/700496/clean-growth-strategy-
correction-april-2018.pdf

6  https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/05/
uk-coal-fired-power-plants-close-2025

Renewable energy is the general term for 

energy that is generated from a naturally (re-)

occurring and theoretically inexhaustible 

source, such as solar, wind, tidal, wave and 

geothermal. Renewable energy sources do not 

produce carbon emissions, which makes them 

‘zero carbon', the cleanest form of energy.

 

UK Government figures highlight that the 

share of the UK’s electricity generation 

comprising renewable sources was 30.1 per 

cent in 2018 Q1, a 3.1 per cent increase on 

the share in 2017 Q1.7 The summer 2018 

heatwave broke several of the UK’s solar 

power generation records, with solar energy 

at one stage briefly replacing gas as the UK’s 

main source of electricity.8

Renewable energy generation represents a 

genuine opportunity for local government 

because it is a highly decentralised policy 

area. Any council, community group or 

individual can invest in a form of renewable 

energy generation to produce power for their 

own needs, thereby reducing their energy bills, 

and reinvesting any profits into local causes.

The financing of small-scale renewable energy 

projects is a growing concern. Funding 

available via the Feed-in Tariff scheme, 

launched by the UK Government in 2010 

to promote the uptake of low carbon and 

7  https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/720261/
Renewables.pdf

8  https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/
jul/02/uk-heatwave-helps-solar-power-to-record-weekly-
highs
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renewable electricity generation technologies, 

was cut by 65 per cent in 2016. The scheme 

will be closed completely from April 2019, 

with no indication that a new scheme will be 

introduced to replace it. The Department for 

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy has 

allocated £100m for small scale renewable 

projects between 2016 and 2019, but not yet 

confirmed whether funding will be available 

after 2019.9 

Local authorities and community groups are 

not letting national policy uncertainty hold them 

back from leading the UK’s renewable energy 

agenda. The falling cost of, and advances in, 

renewable technologies have reinvigorated 

the momentum behind local renewable energy 

projects. 90 UK local government leaders 

have signed a commitment pledging that their 

area will be powered by 100 per cent clean 

energy by 205010 as a means to tackle climate 

change, and many other local authorities have 

included a target to reduce carbon emissions 

in their corporate plans.

Local authorities seeking to develop 

renewable energy projects tend to possess 

one or a combination of the following range of 

objectives:

 ■ Reduce the local authority’s carbon 

footprint and energy bills.

 ■ Reduce carbon emissions in the local 

area.

9  https://www.ft.com/content/c283a8a0-5f5e-11e8-
9334-2218e7146b04

10  See https://www.uk100.org/

 ■ Reduce the energy bills of residents, 

particularly vulnerable residents.

 ■ Engage the community in delivering local 

green objectives.

 ■ Develop a long-term revenue stream for 

the local authority.

There are numerous clean energy projects 

being carried out by local authorities across 

the length and breadth of the UK. The three 

case studies in this Innovation Briefing were 

selected as outstanding examples of creativity 

and ingenuity in the field of local renewable 

energy generation in England. 

The first case study features a council’s own 

project to generate energy from a renewable 

(solar) source without central government 

subsidies; the second case study looks at 

how a council’s arm’s-length municipal energy 

company has supported renewable energy 

generation and promoted green energy; and 

the third case study presents a council’s work 

to develop an innovative funding mechanism 

to assist the development of community-led 

renewable energy generation schemes. 
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 CASE STUDY A
Subsidy-free renewable 
scheme: West Sussex County 
Council
 

West Sussex County Council is committed 

to halving carbon emissions from its own 

operations by 2025 and making greater use 

of energy from renewable sources.11 For 

the council, working on the development of 

renewable energy schemes that would not 

rely on central government subsidies helped 

to maintain momentum to deliver these 

commitments when Feed-in-Tariff (FiT) 

 funding was cut.  

The council has completed a subsidy-free 

7.4MW solar farm on a closed landfill site at 

Westhampnett, the council’s second major 

solar farm project after a 5MW solar farm was 

opened at the old RAF airfield at Tangmere 

in 2015 with the support of FiTs. The new 

Westhampnett solar farm will also incorporate 

a 4MW battery storage facility to hold excess 

electricity generated by the solar panels for 

use at other times and generate further income 

for the council.

Developing a subsidy-free solar farm at 

Westhampnett saw the council make the most 

of the advantages it has as a public body over 

a commercial company looking to invest in a 

renewable energy project. The council was 

11  See West Sussex County Council’s 2016-20 Energy 
Strategy: https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/media/8265/
energy_strategy.pdf 

able to use its own surplus brownfield land to 

build the solar farm and low-cost borrowing 

via the Public Works Loan Board to help fund 

the project. While commercial companies tend 

only to look at projects that can offer quick and 

ambitious returns, the council was able to take 

a more patient and long-term view in terms of 

receiving payback from its investment. There 

was significant support for this approach from 

the elected members closest to the project 

and senior officers, which was crucial for the 

delivery of the project. 

West Sussex County Council is keen to 

prioritise developing its own renewable energy 

schemes for financial reasons as well as to cut 

carbon emissions. The council’s renewable 

projects have so far covered a large proportion 

of the council’s electricity demand, thereby 

saving a significant amount of money in 

lower energy bills, and reduced the council’s 

exposure to energy price volatility.

The council also aims to pass financial savings 

from its renewable energy generation on to 

Sussex residents. Your Energy Sussex, a 

partnership of Sussex local authorities led by 

West Sussex County Council to deliver energy 

projects12, launched a council-supported 

energy tariff with 100 per cent renewable 

electricity in February 2018. The aim is to 

target people in the county who are least 

likely to switch energy providers and could be 

paying too much for their gas and electricity. 

The tariff is run on a not-for-profit basis and is 

12  Read more about Your Energy Sussex here: https://
www.yourenergysussex.org.uk/ 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/media/8265/energy_strategy.pdf
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/media/8265/energy_strategy.pdf
https://www.yourenergysussex.org.uk/
https://www.yourenergysussex.org.uk/
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consistently competitive with others on the 

market, which means that take-up has been 

strong in the first ten months.

CURRENT AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES

 ■ 26,000 solar panels will be installed at 

the 7.4MW Westhampnett solar farm, 

which will provide 2,400 homes with zero 

carbon energy.

 ■ The 5MW solar farm at Tangmere provides 

1,500 homes with zero carbon energy. 

The solar farm is expected to pay for 

itself before 2025 and generate £13.8m in 

income for the council by 2035.13

CHALLENGES

 ■ Developing renewable energy projects on 

disused and low-value land brings its own 

challenges (such as requiring additional 

surveys), which led to delays in delivering 

the projects.

 ■ Being aware of potential objections from 

local residents to the construction of 

the solar farm and dealing with them 

sensitively, openly and proactively.

 ■ Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) 

are used to dealing with commercial 

13  Figures taken from https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/
planning/local-environmental-projects/westhampnett-
solar-farm/ 

developers rather than public bodies. 

DNOs deal with all applicants in the same 
way, regardless of their sector, which at 
times made it difficult to obtain answers 
from the DNOs quickly. 

LESSONS LEARNED 

 ■ Build enough time into the project to 

engage with residents and the planning 

process as early as possible.

 ■ It is crucial to obtain buy-in for the project 

from the elected members closest to the 

project and from senior officers.

 ■ Don’t be afraid to seek advice or support 

from technical experts (such as electrical 

engineers) to understand the implications 

of changes in the technical environment. 

Minor technical changes can sometimes 

cause significant delays if they are not 

addressed properly.

 ■ Learn from other local authorities running 

similar projects.

 
 

CONTACT:  For more information and/

or to arrange a site visit, please contact 

Tom Coates, Senior Adviser – Your Energy 

Sussex, at  tom.coates@westsussex.gov.uk 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/planning/local-environmental-projects/westhampnett-solar-farm/
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/planning/local-environmental-projects/westhampnett-solar-farm/
https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/planning/local-environmental-projects/westhampnett-solar-farm/
mailto:tom.coates@westsussex.gov.uk
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CASE STUDY B
Municipal Energy Company: 
Bristol City Council
 

Bristol City Council set up Bristol Energy, its 

arm’s-length energy company, in 2015 to be 

a “force for social good” and use energy to 

make a positive difference.14

 

The energy market at the time was dominated 

by large tariffs. The council’s main driver 

for establishing Bristol Energy was to help 

vulnerable people in the city access better 

energy services, such as fair and transparent 

pricing and fuel poverty eradication 

schemes.15 The council also envisaged that 

Bristol Energy would one day provide an 

additional revenue stream.

Another strong driver for establishing Bristol 

Energy was to promote the generation and 

consumption of renewable energy. Clean 

energy has long been a priority for the city of 

Bristol. Bristol City Council has invested over 

£50m in low carbon, smart and renewable 

energy projects over the last ten years, and 

the Mayor of Bristol has declared his ambition 

for Bristol to be carbon neutral by 2050.16 

14  Read more about Bristol Energy here: https://www.
bristol-energy.co.uk/

15  More information on Bristol Energy’s initiatives to 
tackle fuel poverty is here: https://www.bristol-energy.
co.uk/fight-against-fuel-poverty

16  Read more about Bristol’s clean energy initiatives 
here: https://www.energyservicebristol.co.uk/

Bristol Energy is seen as an important vehicle 

to help fulfil the Mayor’s ambition. The council 

is keen that Bristol Energy is “ahead of the 

curve” on renewable energy and above the 

National Grid in terms of the proportion of 

green energy in its fuel mix.

The council considered looking at white 

labels,17 but this option was deemed less 

attractive than setting up a municipal energy 

company as white labels would offer less 

control over tariffs and the way in which 

a wholly owned company can evolve and 

develop.

Bristol Energy is a national energy supplier 

with 76,000 customers. The energy company 

is on track to start paying back the council’s 

initial investment by 2021.18

Bristol Energy offers two renewable tariffs:

 ■ A My Green Plus tariff, giving customers 

the opportunity to power their homes with 

100 per cent green electricity and 15 per 

cent green gas for £5 per month more 

than Bristol Energy’s standard (national) 

fixed deal.

 ■ A 100 per cent renewable energy tariff to 

business customers.

17  Ofgem definition: In the retail energy market, a ‘white 
label’ is an organisation that does not hold a supply 
licence, but instead works in partnership with a licensed 
‘partner supplier’ to offer tariffs under the white label 
brand.

18  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bris-
tol-45049894

7

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-45049894
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-45049894
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Some of the green electricity supplied through 

these tariffs is derived from the council’s own 

renewable assets through a Power Purchase 

Agreement (PPA), and the rest is provided by 

other renewable energy generators in Bristol 

and other parts of the UK. 

Bristol Energy works directly with charities 

(such as the National Trust), community 

energy groups and renewable energy 

generators located in Bristol and nationwide 

to support renewable energy projects. For 

every person on a My Green Plus Tariff, Bristol 

Energy donates £3 to local carbon saving 

projects. With no corporate shareholders, 

Bristol Energy can reinvest its profits into the 

community to tackle fuel poverty and support 

local renewable generators in Bristol. A 

separate council-run community energy fund, 

The Bristol Community Energy Fund,19 has 

also supported around 50 renewable energy 

projects in Bristol to date.

OUTCOMES

 ■ Bristol Energy’s overall fuel mix between 

April 2016 and March 2017 was 41 per 

cent green, significantly higher than the 

national average of 24.3 per cent.

 ■ Bristol Energy’s carbon dioxide emissions 

were below the National Grid average for 

2016/17.  

 

19  Read more about the council’s Bristol Community 
Energy Fund here: www.bristolcommunityenergy.co.uk

Carbon Dioxide Emissions

o Bristol Energy - 249.8 g/kWh20

o National Grid Average – 254 g/kWh

 ■ Bristol Energy produced less radioactive 

waste than the National Grid average for 

2016/17.  
 

High-Level Radioactive Waste

o Bristol Energy - 0.00063 g/kWh

o National Grid Average - 0.00147 g/kWh

 ■ The council believes that Bristol Energy’s 

presence has increased the number of 

community renewable energy projects 

operating in Bristol.

CHALLENGES

 ■ The UK Government has steadily 

withdrawn subsidies from small-scale 

renewable projects. This has not had 

a significant impact on Bristol Energy’s 

operations yet, but is a concern for the 

promotion of community renewable 

energy projects in future.

 ■ Bristol Energy is a national supplier and 

has to be competitive in the national 

energy market. Bristol Energy is 

committed to supplying as much clean 

energy as possible, but the company 

cannot sacrifice its competitiveness 

to drive the renewables market when 

national funding for local renewable 

energy generation is being cut.

20  g/kWh = grammes of emissions produced per kilo-
watt hour of electricity generated 

http://www.bristolcommunityenergy.co.uk
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 LESSONS LEARNED
 

 ■ The timeline to set up the company was 
challenging: Bristol Energy went from 
blank sheet to controlled market entry 
within 15 months.

 ■ The council brought in industry experts 
to help set it up – this was absolutely 
fundamental.

 ■ Lots of stakeholder engagement was 
needed in the process to set up Bristol 
Energy, both within and outside the 
council.  

 

 

CONTACT:  For more information, please 

contact James Sterling, Communications, 

Engagement and Partnerships Manager 

for Bristol City Council’s Energy Service, at 

james.sterling@bristol.gov.uk 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CASE STUDY C
Supporting community-led 
renewable energy projects:  
Cornwall Council

In 2012, Cornwall Council decided to explore 

options to retain more of the benefits of 

Cornwall’s energy spend within the duchy. At 

the time it was estimated that 98 per cent of 

Cornwall’s total spend on energy was leaving 

the local economy.

The council concluded that assisting the 

development of community-led renewable 

energy projects would be the most attractive 

solution to the problem. Supporting 

community projects was seen as an 

opportunity to disrupt the dominance of 

the ‘Big Six’ national energy companies, as 

community groups would be more interested 

in maintaining energy projects for the long-

term benefit of Cornwall and less likely to 

raise prices for profit. Cornwall Council was 

also keen to help communities become 

more engaged and emotionally involved in 

local renewable energy generation so that 

community groups could play a more central 

role in helping the council achieve its Green 

Cornwall objectives.21

In July 2012, the Green Cornwall community 

energy Revolving Loan Fund (RLF), the first 

of its kind in the UK, was established with 

a 20-year loan facility of £1m to support 

21  https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/media/3624737/Green-
Cornwall-Strategy-2011-2020.pdf

mailto:james.sterling@bristol.gov.uk
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community renewable energy projects. The 

loan facility was extended to £2.4m soon 

after the RLF’s launch due to substantial early 

interest in the scheme. 

The Low Carbon Society, a community 

development finance institution co-founded 

by Cornwall Council in 2009, administers the 

funding, meaning that the RLF can move at 

a similar speed to private investors to help 

community groups own local renewable 

energy projects and retain the benefits of the 

projects in Cornwall.

 

RLF DESIGN PRINCIPLES

 ■ The loans are funded from Cornwall 

Council’s capital programme. This means 

they can only be used by the recipient to 

acquire fixed assets.

 ■ The financial model has to be sustainable. 

The RLF would help get community 

projects off the ground, but match funding 

would be sought from other sources. The 

RLF would also consistently recycle itself, 

thereby helping to create opportunities for 

more community groups to benefit. 

 ■ The loans are repayable in monthly 

instalments over a period of up to 20 

years. At least 6.5 per cent is charged 

as interest, although the rate might vary 

depending on the nature, term and risk 

associated with each loan.

 ■ A revenue return to the council and the 

Low Carbon Society is built into the model.

 ■ A peer review group (including community 

representatives and the council) reviews 

project applications before they are 

received by the council for final sign-off.

 ■ It is built into the RLF agreement that 

recipients will offer a community share 

(minimum 15 per cent) within 3 years so 

that local people can buy a stake in the 

project. 

OUTCOMES

 ■ All £2.4m of the loan facility is committed 

as of July 2018.22

 ■ Eight projects, some made up of multiple 

installations, have received a loan.

 ■ Projects benefiting from the RLF have 

collectively saved a total of 1,831 tonnes 

of CO2 emissions.

 ■ A total capacity of 1.607MW, enough to 

power 510 homes, has been installed to 

date by projects using the RLF.

 ■ Community energy groups retain a 

percentage of any revenue raised from 

generation to further their ambitions 

and use it to develop other community 

projects.

 ■ The RLF has unlocked £49,941 for a 

range of community benefit projects. This 

22  Read about the latest project to receive a loan at: 
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/
council-news-room/media-releases/news-from-2018/
news-from-july-2018/community-group-acquires-renew-
able-energy-company-to-ensure-money-and-benefits-
remain-in-cornwall/
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has included supporting energy efficiency 

measures and essential maintenance 

to be carried out in seven community 

buildings and funding a computer literacy 

programme for vulnerable and elderly 

residents in a remote part of Cornwall.

CHALLENGES

 ■ There was a huge amount of interest 

locally in using the RLF, but the reality of 

delivering projects as a community group 

means that it has taken a long time for 

the RLF to be fully utilised.

 ■ Projects that have received RLF investment 

are projects that might not be considered 

commercially attractive (although the 

returns cover the loan conditions), so there 

is a need for patient capital.

 ■ UK Government policy changes in the 

lifetime of the RLF have seen subsidies 

for renewable energy generators cut 

significantly, which has made it more 

difficult for community groups to develop 

and manage their own renewable energy 

projects.

 

LESSONS LEARNED

 ■ Understand resource requirements from 

the beginning and the level of checks that 

will be needed before loans are agreed.

 ■ Be very clear on the opportunities of a 

RLF scheme from the start. A RLF can 

not only be used to support energy 

projects, but deliver other benefits to the 

community as well.

 ■ Clear expectations need to be set out for 

the delivery partner (in Cornwall Council’s 

case, the Low Carbon Society). The 

council makes clear that it has the first 

charge over anything it uses the RLF 

to invest in, so if the community group 

leading the project is struggling, the 

council could take the project over and 

recoup any losses.

 

 

CONTACT: For more information, please 

contact: Steven Ford, Head of Strategy 

and Delivery, at staford@cornwall.gov.uk  

CONCLUSION 
These case studies offer a brief glimpse 

into the depth and variety of renewable 

energy generation projects being led or 

supported by local authorities across the 

UK. Renewable energy generation is an area 

where local government is on the front foot, 

with an intimate knowledge of the needs of 

the local community and local conditions 

and the convening power to bring partners 

and community groups together to deliver 

successful renewable energy schemes.

It is important to recognise that local 

renewable energy projects have the potential 

to bring about wide-ranging community 

mailto:staford@cornwall.gov.uk
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benefits as well as reduce energy bills and 

carbon emissions. All three case studies 

featured in this Innovation Briefing have 

been able to use their respective projects 

to reinvest further in community renewable 

energy initiatives and other projects to 

improve the well-being of vulnerable or 

remote communities.

The key ‘lessons learned’ for local authorities 

from this Innovation Briefing are that the 

most successful local renewable energy 

projects are tailored to the needs and 

strengths of ‘place’ and that it is crucial to 

be patient when managing the expectations 

of stakeholders and working with community 

groups whose members have relatively little 

experience in the energy sector. 

As this Innovation Briefing demonstrates, 

with time and commitment, councils will reap 

significant rewards from supporting local 

renewable energy generation.
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https://communityenergyengland.org/files/document/169/1530262460_CEE_StateoftheSectorReportv.1.51.pdf
https://communityenergyengland.org/files/document/169/1530262460_CEE_StateoftheSectorReportv.1.51.pdf
https://communityenergyengland.org/files/document/169/1530262460_CEE_StateoftheSectorReportv.1.51.pdf
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This Innovation Briefing was researched and 

written by Charlotte Morgan, Policy Researcher. 

 

Jessica Studdert, Deputy Director is the 

commissioning editor of NLGN’s Innovation 

Briefings. If you have any ideas or suggestions 

for future areas of focus, please contact her on 

jstuddert@nlgn.org.uk

 

We are grateful to NLGN corporate partner 

ENGIE for partnering with us on this briefing. For 

more information visit www.engie.co.uk/places

mailto:jstuddert%40nlgn.org.uk?subject=
http://www.engie.co.uk/places

